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Democratic-Republican Societies, 1790-1800 1965 through an intensive study of party origins in the state of new york this volume reexamines and reevaluates the
whole of the democratic republican movement it will compel changes in present concepts of anti federalist and republican connections with banking mercantile land
speculation and manufacturing interests originally published in 1967 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to
make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in
affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural value
The Democratic-Republican Societies, 1790-1800 1976-11-15 the first chapter introduces the debate over freedom between republicans and liberals it also sketches the
framework i employ throughout the book to analyse and compare republican freedom and the pure negative conception of liberal freedom the chapter ultimately shows
how the book is structured so as to demonstrate how the conceptual dispute results in the republican dilemma which is also introduced in the chapter
History of Secret Societies, and of the Republican Party of France from 1830-1848 1856 the work of elinor and vincent ostrom represents a distinctive
contribution to the study of political economy public policy and administration collective action and governance theory efforts to present a comprehensive overview of
the bloomington school that grew around the workshop in political theory and policy analysis now renamed the ostrom workshop which they founded more than 40 years
ago received new impetus with the award of the nobel memorial prize in economic science to elinor ostrom in 2009 since then renewed attempts have been made to
map the ostroms contributions to theories of polycentric governance and collective action and to multi methods and comparative institutional analysis of ways of
managing social and ecological systems common pool resources public economies and metropolitan reform the open ended and multiform nature of the ostroms
research program defies a single comprehensive overview yet it is a stimulus towards both creativity and disciplinary cross fertilization in social science research what
sets this volume apart is that it brings together theory and practice models and work on the ground design and creativity empirics and norms to outline the significance
of the ostroms research program for the future each contribution to the volume takes the ostromian perspective as the point of departure amplifies it and explores the
ground for future work by engaging with other approaches and areas of research with which the bloomington school has some affinities this way of testing and extending
the ideas and methods of the ostroms is particularly appropriate since their research program initiated and nurtured through the workshop has always been in between
different fields and sub fields in the social sciences political science economics public administration law history anthropology cultivating a strong interdisciplinary way of
doing research and exploiting the virtuous circle between theory analysis model building and empirical research engaging in a creative dialogue with ideas and methods
of other research programs is a way of sharpening one s analytic tools while renovating one s own vision of social research this volume is a way of thinking through and
beyond the bloomington school
The Democratic Republicans of New York 2012-12-01 historians now recognize that development of american party machinery is most accurately and profitably
studied at the state level the emphasis of this work is on party machinery for it was in this area that new jersey s jeffersonian republican party made its most original
contributions to the emerging american party system originally published in 1967 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital
technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and
are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural value
The Republican Dilemma 2024 this book explores leisure related voluntary associations in france during the nineteenth century as practical expressions of the
revolutionary concept of fraternité using a mass of unpublished sources in provincial and national archives it analyses the history geography and cultural significance of
amateur musical societies and sports clubs in eleven départements of france between 1848 and 1914 it demonstrates that although these voluntary associations drew
upon and extended the traditional concept of cooperation and community and the revolutionary concept of fraternity they also incorporated the fundamental
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characteristics of competition and conflict although intended to produce social harmony in practice they reflected the ideological hostilities and cultural tensions that
permeated french society in the nineteenth century
Radicals, Secularists, and Republicans 1980 searching for common threads in these five presidencies landy and milkis enable us to better understand both the
possibilities and the limitations of the office book jacket
Institutional Diversity in Self-Governing Societies 2016-12-27 in 1964 the supreme court handed down a landmark decision in new york times v sullivan
guaranteeing constitutional protection for caustic criticism of public officials thus forging the modern law of freedom of the press since then the court has decided case
after case affecting the rights and restrictions of the press yet little has ben written about these developments as they pertain to the fourth estate lucas powe s essential
book now fills this gap lucas a powe jr a legal scholar specializing in media and the law goes back to the framing of the first amendment and chronicles the two main
traditions of interpreting freedom of the press to illuminate the issues that today ignite controversy how can a balance be achieved among reputation uninhibited
discussion and media power under what circumstance can the government seek to protect national security by enjoining the press rather than attempting the difficult
task of convincing a jury that publication was a criminal offense what rights can the press properly claim to protect confidential sources or to demand access to
information otherwise barred to the public and as the media grow larger and larger can the government attempt to limit their power by limiting their size writing for the
concerned layperson and student of both journalism and jurisprudence powe synthesizes law history and theory to explain and justify full protection of the editorial
choices of the press the fourth estate and the constitution not only captures the sweep of history of supreme court decisions on the press but also provides a timely
restatement of the traditional view of freedom of the press at a time when liberty is increasingly called into question
New Jersey's Jeffersonian Republicans 2014-01-01 republicanism has enjoyed a revival of scholarly interest in several fields in this book nicholas onuf provides the first
major treatment of the republican way of thinking about law politics and society in the context of international thought the author tells two stories about republicanism
starting with aristotle and culminating in the eighteenth century when international thought became a distinctive enterprise these two stories surround the thought of
vattel and kant and by telling them side by side the author identifies a substantial but little acknowledged legacy of republicanism in contemporary discussions of
sovereignty intervention international society peace levels of analysis and the global economy in identifying this legacy in contemporary thought nicholas onuf develops
his constructivist approach to international theory
Amateur Musical Societies and Sports Clubs in Provincial France, 1848-1914 2017-09-14 as french consul to the carolinas and georgia citizen mangourit was
dispatched in 1792 to capitalize on the fledgling alliance between the young republics as opportunity to spread the french revolution into spanish holdings in the floridas
and louisiana in his analysis of the public and clandestine activities of mangourit during his short tenure in charleston alderson presents a case study of the challenge
given to u s republicanism by its french counterpart mangourit tapped into a wide range of support for the french revolution and its implications for south carolina
drawing support for his cause from well off planters and disenfranchised groups of backcountrymen slaves and women in the end he was recalled before the invasion
projects could be carried out french and american republicanism quickly diverged and the french lost their best opportunity to reclaim their empire in north america
aldersons study shows that the tension between republicanism and self interest could be resolved at the local level but republicanism could not be the only basis for
national relations
Presidential Greatness 2000 george washington had alexander hamilton thomas jefferson had albert gallatin from internationally known tax expert and former
supreme court law clerk gregory may comes this long overdue biography of the remarkable immigrant who launched the fiscal policies that shaped the early republic
and the future of american politics not alexander hamilton albert gallatin to this day the fight over fiscal policy lies at the center of american politics jefferson s champion
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in that fight was albert gallatin a swiss immigrant who served as treasury secretary for twelve years because he was the only man in jefferson s party who understood
finance well enough to reform alexander hamilton s system a look at gallatin s work repealing internal taxes restraining government spending and repaying public debt
puts our current federal fiscal problems in perspective the jefferson administration s enduring achievement was to contain the federal government by restraining its
fiscal power this was gallatin s work it set the pattern for federal finance until the civil war and it created a culture of fiscal responsibility that survived well into the
twentieth century
Encyclopedia of U.S. Political History 1992-10-02 this book examines the post ceasefire evolutions and histories of the main irish republican terrorist factions and the
interconnected character of politics and militarism within them offering the first comparative study of the two leading irish republican terrorist movements the official ira
and the provisional ira pira this book presents the lesser known officials political military evolution and analyses whether they could have been role models for the
provisionals not only does it compare the terrorism and the politics of the officials and provisionals in the aftermath of their seminal ceasefires of 1972 and 1994 it also
presents the irish republican history in a new light and brings to the fore the understudied and disregarded officials who called their seminal ceasefire twenty two years
before their rivals in 1972 in doing this the work discusses whether the pira might have learned lessons from the bitter and ultimately unsuccessful experience of the
officials this book goes beyond traditional interpretations of the rivalry and competition between the two factions with the officials usually seen as non violent but
unsuccessful and the provisionals less politically inclined and mostly concerned with their armed struggle simultaneously it dispels the myth of the alleged provisional
republican copying of their official republican counterparts who seemed ready for a political compromise in northern ireland more than twenty years before the good
friday agreement of 1998 finally it comprehensively compares the officials and the provisionals within the identified key areas and assesses the two factions differences
and similarities this book will be of much interest to students of irish politics terrorism studies security studies and politics in general
The Fourth Estate and the Constitution 1894 this illuminating book is a republican critique of the current system of global governance and its failure to address key
global problems with a republican account of international political theory which transcends these prevailing forms of global governance it develops republican forms of
leadership and citizenship to inform the creation of a stronger system of formal international organisations
The Tribune Almanac and Political Register 1998-01-08 a study of banditry in republican china describing the cycles whereby banditry spread from the impoverished
margins geographically and socially of late qing society into entire provinces by the 1920s
The Republican Legacy in International Thought 2008 this book identifies jefferson as an american nationalist and describes his assessment of american character
and democratic promise
This Bright Era of Happy Revolutions 2018-08-07 claims and counter claims accusations and allegations nsa spying and suppressed evidence cover ups and threats
documented connections and intrigue suggestions of a new world order are we to believe the coincidences are mere chance might the paranoid be on to something who
really holds the levers of power history admonishes us to be vigilant of hidden plots and nefarious agendas of governments and the powerful shedding light onto
sometimes sinister and coercive groups secret societies the complete guide to histories rites and rituals is packed with details on nearly 200 organizations their histories
found members backgrounds and suspected conspiracies it uncovers and examines the hidden overlooked and buried history of some of the most notorious groups
including the illuminati the freemasons skull and bones world bankers the secret government and extraterrestrial invaders to name a few tracing the chilling and
corrosive affects of powerful cliques and their plots it exposes their deep reach into the operations of today s world providing gripping details presenting the facts and
letting the reader decide this revealing work probes the hidden agendas and agreements of secret cabals and associations along the way it debunks myths and presents
the evidence on an invisible world of influence and power
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Jefferson's Treasure 2011-03-31 divshows how afro colombians indians and white peasants helped construct a democratic political culture in 19th century colombia
and ways in which the loss of some aspects of this mass based democracy fed into the pervasive violence of the div
Irish Republican Terrorism and Politics 2023-08-14 a distinguished french historian traces the history of france under the second republic his approach emphasizes the
relationship between the political history of the period and the history of popular culture and thought
Republican Global Constitutionalism 1988 after a century during which confucianism was viewed by academics as a relic of the imperial past or at best a philosophical
resource its striking comeback in chinese society today raises a number of questions about the role that this ancient tradition re appropriated reinvented and sometimes
instrumentalized might play in a contemporary context the sage and the people originally published in french is the first comprehensive enquiry into the confucian
revival that began in china during the 2000s it explores its various dimensions in fields as diverse as education self cultivation religion ritual and politics resulting from a
research project that the two authors launched together in 2004 the book is based on the extensive anthropological fieldwork they carried out in various parts of china
over the next eight years sébastien billioud and joël thoraval suspected despite the prevailing academic consensus that fragments of the confucian tradition would
sooner or later be re appropriated within chinese society and they decided to their hypothesis the reality greatly exceeded their initial expectations as the later years of
their project saw the rapid development of what is now called the confucian revival or confucian renaissance using a cross disciplinary approach that links the fields of
sociology anthropology and history this book unveils the complexity of the confucian revival and the relations between the different actors involved in addition to
shedding light on likely future developments
Bandits in Republican China 1892 this analysis of thomas jefferson s only published work demonstrates the political aspirations behind its composition publication and
dissemination
Harpers's Popular Cyclopædia of United States History from the Aboriginal Period 1813 a chronological collection of essays america at the ballot box uses the
history of presidential elections to illuminate both the fundamental character of american political democracy and its evolution from the early republic to the late
twentieth century
Avowals of a Republican 1881 born in connecticut lemuel haynes was first an indentured servant then a soldier in the continental army and in 1785 an ordained
congregational minister haynes s writings constitute the fullest record of a black man s religion social thought and opposition to slavery in the late 18th and early 19th
century drawing on both published and rare unpublished sources john saillant here offers the first comprehensive study of haynes and his thought
Harpers' Popular Cyclopaedia of United States History from the Aboriginal Period to 1876 1893 includes bibliographic references and index
Harper's Popular Cyclopedia of United States History ... 1887 home to the so called big five publishers as well as hundreds of smaller presses renowned literary agents a
vigorous arts scene and an uncountable number of aspiring and established writers alike new york city is widely perceived as the publishing capital of the united states
and the world this book traces the origins and early evolution of the city s rise to literary preeminence through five case studies steven carl smith examines publishing in
new york from the post revolutionary war period through the jacksonian era he discusses the gradual development of local regional and national distribution networks
assesses the economic relationships and shared social and cultural practices that connected printers booksellers and their customers and explores the
uncharacteristically modern approaches taken by the city s preindustrial printers and distributors if the cultural matrix of printed texts served as the primary legitimating
vehicle for political debate and literary expression smith argues then deeper understanding of the economic interests and political affiliations of the people who produced
these texts gives necessary insight into the emergence of a major american industry those involved in new york s book trade imagined for themselves like their
counterparts in other major seaport cities a robust business that could satisfy the new nation s desire for print and many fulfilled their ambition by cultivating networks
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that crossed regional boundaries delivering books to the masses a fresh interpretation of the market economy in early america an empire of print reveals how new york
started on the road to becoming the publishing powerhouse it is today
Harper's popular cyclopedia of U.S. history 1890 the individualism of the french peasantry during the nineteenth century has frequently been asserted as one of its most
striking characteristics in this 1999 book alan baker challenges this orthodox view and demonstrates the extent to which peasants continued with traditional and
developed new forms of collective action he examines representations of the peasantry and discusses the discourse of fraternity in nineteenth century france in general
before considering specifically the historical development geographical diffusion and changing functions of fraternal voluntary associations in loir et cher between 1815
and 1914 alan baker focuses principally upon associations aimed at reducing risk and uncertainty and upon associations intended to provide agricultural protection a
wide range of new voluntary associations were established in loir et cher and indeed throughout rural france during the nineteenth century their historical geography
throws new light upon the sociability upon the changing mentalités of french peasants and upon the role of fraternal associations in their struggle for survival
Harpers' Popular Cyclopædia of United States History from the Aboriginal Period 1897
The Tribune Almanac and Political Register for ... 2012-07-30
Thomas Jefferson and American Nationhood 1965
International Population Reports 2017-03-14
Secret Societies 2004-02-03
Contentious Republicans 1983-09
The Republican Experiment, 1848-1852 2015
The Sage and the People 1898
Brooklyn Daily Eagle Almanac 2017-04-07
Thomas Jefferson and the Science of Republican Government 2015-09-14
America at the Ballot Box 1969
Soviet Ukraine 2003
Black Puritan, Black Republican 2017-12
Organizations, Civil Society, and the Roots of Development 2017-06-29
An Empire of Print 2004-03-18
Fraternity Among the French Peasantry
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